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INTRODUCTION
TING CHIN
MICHAEL DUDDY
JASON MONTGOMERY
In this third issue of TECHNE we investigate the design process.
Essays and reflections from faculty and students discuss
individual design processes and pedagogies. How does one
approach a design problem? What is the process used to
arrive at a design solution? How does the choice of tools affect
methodologies and outcomes? And most importantly how do
we teach a design process? During the critique of student
projects critics are keenly interested in a student’s process,
often more so than the final product. What steps did the student
take to arrive at their final design? Those projects that lack a
clear process, but were rather perhaps formulated on intuition,
are generally discouraged. Why is process so important?
As seen in the forthcoming essays the starting points vary for
how one initially conceptualizes a project but commonalities
such as iteration, intention and research are evident in almost all
of the processes discussed. Thus it seems the discussion lies
in the point of departure. Some processes begin by abstracting
two-dimensional imagery and extruding the resulting abstraction
to form space, while others enter numerical parameters to
compute spatial relationships; and there are yet others who
place more concern on traditional notions of site and user
experience.

students are overly consumed by the tools, so much so that the
tools are often blamed for the outcome. How can we teach the
tools so that they support cognitive thinking rather than supplant
it?

The objective of this issue is to discuss different approaches
to the design process so that both students and faculty are
exposed to methodologies that may differ from their own but are
meritorious. This will hopefully elucidate that the initial approach
to a design problem may differ and may even be contradictory,
Additionally the tools used to design inform one’s process. Can but the process is always methodical and full of questions for
the tools be taught independently of the process or do they which answers must be sought.
dictate the process? Design thinking should govern yet often
4
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ABOVE: PERCIA GOMEZ, STUDY MODEL, ARCH 1110

Given the widely varying approaches to design, how can we
teach students a coherent process? Perhaps the answer lies
in the commonalities between the various approaches. The
student must understand that the design process is non-linear,
iterative and rigorous. It is a sequence of decisions each of
which need to be evaluated in order to determine the success
of a project. Every semester a student may be exposed to
opposing approaches to design. Understandably to a young
architect this can be confusing. As educators we need to make
apparent that ultimately the student must find their own process
and we are there to guide this discovery rather than enforce a
particular tactic.

INTRODUCTION
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THOUGHTS ON
“PROCESS”
RAMSEY DABBY
Plan

What originally attracted me to architecture is the dual nature
of the design process – the combination of abstract and
logical thought applied to something real. While I enjoy abstract
thinking, my comfort zone tilts towards the rational. Hence, I try
to introduce projects with a clear objective, expressed in simple
language, while distinguishing between the rational objectivity of
the project definition and the creative subjectivity of a student’s
solution.

Axonometric

Horizontal Section

Vertical Section

Perspective Elevation

Worm’s Eye View

My teaching principles and strategies involve engaging the
students in discussions and when possible, avoiding lectures.
In a fact-based course such as Professional Practice, we often
role-play the parts of architect, owner and builder under various
real-life scenarios. In a technical course such as Structures, I
rely on physical props to help students experience and “feel” a
structural principle. Since my Architectural Foundations I design
course enrolls incoming first-year students, I try to help them Isometric
develop a level of comfort and security to speak their minds
freely in front of an audience, giving them the confidence to
believe that their approaches and opinions can be as valid as
uneasy with the ambiguity of a non-linear approach, and having
any others.
no clear sense of good and bad. The challenge, therefore, is to
As instructors our thoughts and approaches to design can help students develop their own sense of what is good, while
be very influential on the students – perhaps overly so. So pointing out that investigating and evaluating different paths I try to be cautious and not exert too much influence based i.e., embracing an iterative process – will help them evaluate
on my personal point of view. I also encourage students to the best direction to pursue. In some undefinable way, students
seek different professors in order to gain exposure to many gradually absorb concepts and approaches and their final
portfolio reflects the tremendous breadth of their learning over
perspectives.
the term. When they reach that point where their mindset turns
I think documenting their process helps students let go of from “What do you want me to do?” to “What I’d like to do
preconceived ideas so that their ideas can evolve – something is….,” I know they have made progress.
I always encourage. In Foundations I most students entering the
program have little understanding of the design process, feeling
6
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ABOVE: CUBE STUDY, RAMIS RAWNAK, SP15, ARCH 1110

Any process starts with brainstorming– the stage when all
things are possible and the difficulties have not yet surfaced.
I encourage students to “let it all out,” avoiding judgment on
their part, although I try to distinguish between the safety of
our classroom where anything goes, and the greater formality
of a jury.

I TRY TO HELP THEM DEVELOP A LEVEL OF COMFORT AND SECURITY TO
SPEAK THEIR MINDS FREELY IN FRONT OF AN AUDIENCE, GIVING THEM THE
CONFIDENCE TO BELIEVE THAT THEIR APPROACHES AND OPINIONS CAN BE
AS VALID AS ANY OTHERS.

THOUGHTS ON “PROCESS”
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NOTES ON THE
CONCEPTUALIZING
PROCESS IN ARCHITECTURE

The students are then given a second hand-out showing a group of 24 plans (see Fig.2). The buildings are examples from the
Classical, Renaissance and Neo-classical periods. I should say from the outset, that while traditional classical buildings as derived
from classical intrinsic, dogmatic, deductive thinking fail to perform adequately for the complex and seemingly contradictory needs
of today’s world, this group of plans is a suitable vehicle for the main subject of this essay: the process of forming architectural
concepts in particular and as a consequence the contextual inductive concept-formation in general for life long self-learners.

KEN GRACE

In short, by using the Aristotelian inductive process (bottom-up) to understand traditional classical designs, these “notes” are
motivated by nagging questions from my own student days:
What is a concept? How is it formed? Why is it needed?
The second hand-out serves as the context for the individual plans. What can the students observe in their own plan besides the
physical elements already mentioned? (See Fig.2) One student observes that his plan, like many others, has columns arranged
in a square figure; another sees the walls and columns are arranged in rectangular figures; another sees hexagons; yet another
sees a combination of squares and circles.
One student observes a mirror image of the right and left side in her plan. Is there a word for that? Many said: Symmetry. Another
student excitedly observed that all the plans have symmetry.
Are all 24 plans symmetrical?
Yes, they are more or less the same, each within a range of a common attribute: symmetry; or shapes:
After preparing the students of Building Tech I as to what a “Plan Cut View” is, and how to “read” one with a plan view of the
classroom they are sitting in (see above), the Plan Drawing Assignment begins.
Case study #1: Plan Drawing Assignment

"GROUPS THAT ONLY DIFFER IN DEGREES, AND IN THE MORE OR LESS OF AN
IDENTICAL ELEMENT ARE AGGREGATED UNDER A SINGLE CLASS"

Each student in a class of 24 receives a different floor plan for analysis, provided by Prof. Jason Montgomery, course coordinator.
(See Fig.1)

ARISTOTLE, MCKEON (ED.), P.655

Without specifying what they should be looking for, the students are asked what they observe in the plan view in front of them.
Many report they see walls, doors, windows and columns.

The process of abstraction is a process of observing similarities and differences in various degrees (the more or less) of the
common characteristics among the different plans and then integrating them by means of a word. One such common characteristic
is the geometric shapes; the other is the bilateral symmetry axis.
Interestingly, the grid, the most widely used organizational device in classical architecture, is not grasped along with shapes and
symmetry as common characteristics of the 24 plans. The grid, evidently not easily conceptualized from perception, is a learned
mathematical concept. In contrast, shapes and symmetry can be conceptualized from the perceptual natural world, and symmetry
as a form of balance can be experienced in our moving bodies.
The student starts on the level of perception and through the process of abstraction integrates the perceptual data into concepts.

"CONCEPTS AS UNITARY COGNITIONS OF INDEFINITELY
MANY DIFFERENT OBJECTS"
Fig.1 Each student receives a different plan view to analyze

8
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Only when each plan is seen in the context of other plans, can the students start the Aristotelian process of abstraction. Those
who ignore the second hand-out in order to concentrate on their own plans are waiting for answers above and beyond their own
thinking process.

"IN THE POETICS OF ARISTOTLE...THE WORK OF ART IS A WORLD
WITHIN A WORLD, 'COMPLETE', 'INTEGRAL', 'WHOLE', A WORLD
WHERE THERE IS NO CONTRADICTION. NON-CONTRADICTION IS
ENSURED THROUGH THE FUNCTIONING OF THE THREE LEVELS OF
FORMAL ORGANIZATION. THE FIRST IS WHAT ARISTOTLE CALLED
TAXIS, THE ORDERLY ARRANGEMENT OF PARTS... THE OTHER TWO
[ARE] THE GENERA AND SYMMETRY...
TAXIS CONTAIN TWO SUBLEVELS, WHICH WE WILL CALL
SCHEMATA: THE GRID AND THE TRIPARTITION... IN THE
RECTANGULAR GRID SCHEMA... STRAIGHT LINES MEET AT RIGHT
ANGLES... THERE IS ALSO A POLAR GRID SCHEMA, WHICH ALSO
SECTIONS THE BUILDING COHERENTLY...
THE CLASSICAL OVERRIDING NORMS OF 'COMPLETENESS',
'INTEGRALITY' AND 'WHOLENESS' ARE ALSO ENFORCED BY
TRIPARTITION... THE 'WHOLE', STATES ARISTOTLE IS TRIPARTITE:
IT HAS A 'BEGINNING, MIDDLE AND AN END' (POETICS, CH.VII)"
TZONIS AND LEFAIVRE, 1986 P.9-14

Fig.2 Different Species of plans are sharing the same Genos of Western architecture. Concepts are formed by means of Similarity and Integration rather than
by Subtraction or Insight

The comprehension of the Grid, the Plane figures and Symmetry as the three levels of organization prepares the student to gain
a wider concept: the foundation of classical architectural thinking is critical to the gaining of other non-classical architectural
concepts.

Once the three concepts are grasped, the students are given the objectives of the assignment: to trace the given plan and to
illustrate the concepts in red pencils.

Concepts can also be narrowed down: Let’s say a student wants to understand not just Classical architectural thinking in general
but its development specifically in Baroque architectural thinking and more specifically English Baroque in contrast with Italian
Baroque, this student can re-categorize for study a smaller group of church-plans by Sir Christopher Wren (see Fig.4), where each
plan is unique yet shares a common characteristic that is “English Baroque” vs. “Italian Baroque,” both of which retain the common
characteristics of Western architectural thinking.

Fig.3 Students’ illustrations of architectural concepts- The Grid, the Elements and the Symmetry within the plans: The three means of ordering the world by
the Classical Mind

Fig.4 Roth, 2004 p.441
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Case study #2: The Battery Park Pavilion Assignment
The assignment includes a field trip to the site in order to measure, photograph and freehand sketch the Pavilion and its urban
context.
Additionally, the assignment requires the student to analyze, in sketch form, how the Pavilion is put together from a “kit-of-parts”
and to document the materials used. (See Fig.5) The main objective of the assignment is to measure and draw (in proper
sequence) the plan, the section and isometric view of the Pavilion.
Previously formed architectural concepts from the preceding Plan Drawing Assignment: the grid, symmetry and geometric shapes
are reviewed at the site and concretely applied to the measuring-methodology and drawing objectives of this assignment.

According to Aristotle, to have knowledge is to know the Four Causes or four ways of explaining things:

THE MATERIAL CAUSE (WHAT THE THING IS MADE OF), THE
FORMAL CAUSE (WHAT IT IS TO BE THE THING THAT IT IS),
THE EFFICIENT CAUSE (THE AGENTS THAT IS THE CAUSE OF
THE THING), AND THE FINAL CAUSE (THE AIM OF THE
THING IN QUESTION.)
ARISTOTLE'S PHYSICS BOOK II, CHAPTER 3

Analysis of Battery Park Pavilion based on the Aristotelian Four Causes:
1. The Material cause: Wood, Masonry: bricks and stone, and metals.
2. The Formal cause: The structural system of the Greek megaron as architectural-essence.
3. The Efficient cause: The public and Demetri Porphyrios, Architect.
[see his “Classicism Is Not a Style” in Architectural Design (1982) pp.52-56]
4. The Final cause: a gate way, a shelter (intentional); or for formal events such as weddings (unintentional.) (See Fig. 5)

Fig.5 from the HW Sketchbook of students Carlos Villella and Shi Long Yang.
The analysis of battery Park Pavilion on the foundation of the Four Causes:
Materials, Form, Function, and Agents

12
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Overall Implications

Hierarchy of Concepts and Cycloid of Concepts

CONCEPTS AND THE RESULTANT KNOWLEDGE ARE GRASPED
HIERARCHICALLY: A STUDENT GRASPS CERTAIN EARLIER
CONCEPTS IN PROPER SEQUENCE IN ORDER TO GET TO LATER
MORE COMPLEX ONES.

The implications for a teaching process: the cognitive integration, proper sequence and structure.
The closest teaching method as implied above is the Cognitive Theory of Education, but such theory focuses only on the training
of the students’ intelligence, a method of thinking without the content of knowledge.
The implications for a teaching process: includes both the contents and the cognitive; it’s hard to imagine any thinking process
without the contents of thought.

The cycloid* of concepts is a lesser known but no less critical part of gaining concepts. By experiencing examples of earlier
grasped concepts in built forms, the student is perceptually looping back to get a fuller context of knowledge that might be missing
at the first encounter with earlier concepts. The cycloid of concepts is a distinctly functional concept in experiencing works of
architecture as a visual art.

The implications for design-concept formation: The applications of an inductive conceptualization-process (bottom-up) for the
design concept-formation process are such important issues, rarely written about, that the subjects cannot be covered in these
“notes.” The task, specifically in trying to grasp the classification of the theories of concept-formation by philosophers, then to
compare and contrast them in order to demonstrate how each theory is applied (knowingly or not) by world class architects in their
process of making architecture, will have to wait for another time.

A field trip, properly prepared, is a backward-going process so as to clarify and concretize earlier concepts. Concepts are not
castles-in-the air but always grounded with reality. The Pavilion can now be fully analyzed and illustrated on paper.

But the foundation has been set for further studies:

WHEN DOES A STUDENT GRASP THE VARIOUS CONCEPTS FULLY?
WHEN THE STUDENT GRASPS THE INTEGRATED WHOLE.
see Fig.6

The conceptualization-process is a process of grasping the mental object of thought by a process of abstraction and integration
of perceptual data.
What Constitutes a Process?

"There is a change from one contrary to the other, and there is also that
which changes during the process...Thus in any process there are involved
three archaic or factors: a pair of contraries, and a subject matter. There
is 1) The subject, what changes; 2) what it is changed from; and 3) what
it is changed to. The first is the ...something that is changed. The third is
the ...specific character the subject acquires. The second ...traditionally
translated into Latin as the 'privation' of being... means the initial absence
of the form which the subject has specific power to acquire."

*this concept refers to the cycloid “vault” in Louis Kahn’s Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth, TX.

Randall, Aristotle, p.180
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Fig.6 The Integrated Whole
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Percia Gomez

REFLECTIONS

"Design class meant a lot for me as a first year
student since it helped me to visualize design
everywhere."

16

Foundations I is the first course in a one-year foundations design sequence which challenges a student’s ability
to interpret visual cues, generate visualizations for design ideas, formulate concepts and render ideas in two and
three dimensions. In Arch 1110 students use a combination of hand and digital skills to support their ideas and
interpretation of three dimensional objects and spaces. The most important part of the foundations class is based on
observation and analysis.
Students have to think critically at the moment of making any decisions during the design process. For the Hierarchy
project, we were asked to carefully observe and analyze an image, recognize its geometry and create a three
dimensional landscape that was represented through two dimensional lineweights. To achieve this outcome we had to
create a series of drawings that studied positive and negative space, outline and boundaries, and texture and patterns
in order to develop a language that would guide us in creating a three dimensional landscape.
Design class meant a lot for me as a first year student since it helped me to visualize design everywhere. Being able
to see a potential design idea in everything; even in your coffee drops; is really amazing. This class is very important
because it helps you to understand space and begin to create it.
TECHNE
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ADVANCED DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
JILL BOURATOGLOU
LIA DIKIGOROPOULOU

The conceptual design process begins with the student creating
abstract collages that have layers of images that blend seamlessly
into one image. The collages produce images that inspire by
presenting different outlines, scales, details and materials. The
collages are then reviewed as a group and students rework their
collages, or areas of their collages, until they are consistently
strong. Upon approval, the students develop abstract concept
models using a wide variety of materials. The materials used in
Students select one building type to research, program and creating these models are chosen based on what they represent
design, and they document their process throughout the in their collage.
semester. The project requires a more complex building
organization, with the primary emphasis being placed on Once the models are reviewed, a hybrid model is developed;
the further development and exploration of design principles the hybrid model is a combination of two or more models, and
involved in creating appropriate architecture. The focus is on following suggestions, they further develop the three-dimensional
the integration of program, context, site, composition and space model into a massing. Discussion includes how this massing
planning. The beginning of the semester is focused on research, could be transformed to fit into the site and how the program of
including analysis of case studies, program development and the building could start to inhabit the massing. A scaled version
research, and site analysis and documentation. Once the of the massing is created that fits into the site model. Once the
research has concluded, the students develop their conceptual model is properly scaled and has been transformed to meet the
design. We have been using a format that incorporates visual needs of the site and program, diagrams are developed that
impressions that transform throughout class critiques and show the section and plans of the massing and incorporate the
program. These diagrams become the basis of the project and
student assignments into the structure of their project.
are further developed throughout the semester.

OPPOSITE: COLLAGE
ABOVE: CONCEPT MODEL, FRANCISCO MORALES, ARCH 3610

The special design methodology used in our ARCH 3610
Advanced Design course, looks to expose the students to
a unique approach that uses inspirations from a collage to
develop thematic studies in diagrammatic and three-dimensional
volumes. These ideas are carried through the design process
and are represented in the final scheme, in plans, elevations
and sections.

18
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ABOVE: STUDY MODELS, FARHANA RAHMAN, ARCH2410
RIGHT: MODEL FOR A COMMUNITY CENTER, JIANFENG YAO, ARCH2410

THIS PAGE: STUDY MODELS
OPPOSITE: FLOOR PLANS + SECTION, FRANCISCO MORALES, ARCH 3610

Ana Perez

REFLECTIONS

Pavilion Project - Visual Studies 2, Professor Brian Ringley, Process from the original cube to the final design

22

Something I have learned in my years at school is that the design
process is never random.
As designers we are always faced with different problems: a difficult site, a lack of space, low budgets or an absence
of creativity, but being a designer is all about being a problem solver. During the entire process I ask myself questions
such as where is the most convenient location for the entrance? Where are the best views? Who said that a certain
feature is supposed to look a particular way? The intent of all these questions is to help me break away from what I
normally perceive as a building and to instead analyze how my design responds to the site.
Because of the lack of technology, earlier civilizations had to make shelters according to what they had at their disposal
but times have evolved and technology along with it. Today architects have the power to control how spaces are built
and can choose whether to innovate or use traditional methodologies. Personally, while I am doing study models or
creating a parti, I try to stay away from what I what I have seen before. I focus on the user experience, not only on
how the building looks on the outside. I then try to integrate the experience I want to create with my site strategy. My
design should not look out of context.
TECHNE
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Loft - Design V, Professor Lia Dikigoropoulou, Collages

Center for the Arts - Design III, Professor Peter Zaharatos. Ana Perez, Jenne Li, Janil Castillo + Glenny Desena

Study models inspired by the clients

Parti model - Hybrid of clients models

Cafeteria (left) and Photography building (right)

Space division diagram

For my Design III project with Professor Peter Zaharatos, we chose to design an arts center in Dumbo considering the large artist
population in the area. We wanted to create jobs, accessible education and space that the neighbors could use whether or not
they were students or staff. My group came up with a parti where the design for an arts center was inspired by the story of the
Greek goddesses Terpsichore, Aphrodite, and the mortal son of the Greek god Apollo, Orpheus. Their artistic inclinations directly
correlated to the arts we were celebrating at the Center. Orpheus, whose love for music began when Apollo gave him a golden lyre
and taught him how to play it, was used as the inspiration for the music component of the center. Terpsichore, one of the 9 muses
of Zeus, also known as ‘Mother of the Sirens’, inspired the dance area and Aphrodite, the goddess of beauty, love, pleasure and
procreation served as the inspiration for the photography program.

In Design V, with Professor Lia Dikigoropoulou, the project was the design of a residential loft that focused on the interior
n
space
and its dwellers. The clients were a landscape architect and a theater performance artist with many friends that liked to visit often
so the space needed to be suitable for entertainment while also providing the privacy they desired. The design process started
by creating collages that expressed the personalities of the inhabitants. These collages served as the basis for study models that
translated the ideas into three dimensions. Using the discoveries I made in the models as a parti I then fit the program into the
space while trying to make the layout interesting, unexpected and fun.

24
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THE PROCESS OF
MAKING
ELIZABETH PARKS

GYM
POOL
WEIGHT LIFITING
EXERCISE STUDIOS
CORE EGRESS

TO CREATE ONE MUST FIRST
QUESTION EVERYTHING.

TOP LEFT: COMMUNITY CENTER PROGRAM 0N STE, MOHAMED YAKOOB, ARCH2410
TOP RIGHT: COMMUNITY CENTER PROGRAM ARRANGEMENT, MARIO ESTRADA, ARCH2410
RIGHT: SKETCH FOR COLUMBUS PARK PAVILION, ISAIAS GARCIA, ARCH2410

EILEEN GRAY
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The creative process is informed by the current knowledge of
the maker. The first conscious steps of the designer are to
understand the requirements of the project, and to locate it in
the context of the site, history and the maker’s personal credo.
This process can apply to making things at any scale: objects,
buildings and environments.
Prologue
It is crucial to understand the physical requirements of the
project, typically referred to as the PROGRAM. This includes
the ideal qualities of the space (form, proportion, light, color,
texture, etc), the optimal relationships between spaces and their
sequence of use.
The SITE conditions must also be considered, whether there
are aspects to celebrate or to overcome. The program and site
requirements are often complex and interdependent, sometimes
in conflict with one another: a set of multivariable equations with
non-unique solutions.
THE PROCESS OF MAKING
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Before individual solutions can be sought, one must develop
an INTENTION for the project. At the very start of a project,
it is most accurately thought of as a hypothesis: a proposal
that requires further research and exploration. As the process
of design progresses, the intention will develop along with the
project itself, becoming clarified, perhaps more abstract, and
more easily described in a single word or diagram. My students
are asked to write a brief statement of their intent for each
project and to refer back to it as their design progresses.
Making

George II Silver Coffee Pot
Thos. Whipham
c.1752

Coffee Pot
Josef Hoffmann
1905

Coffee Pot
Aldo Rossi
1980-3

ARCHITECTURE MUST BE BETTER
THAN WHAT IT REPLACES
WELLINGTON AND THE ARCHITECTURE CENTRE

28

To explore possible solutions, abstraction is used to develop
DIAGRAMS. Diagrams are a kind of short hand that embody
intentions and relationships; they can influence the form-making
but should not be thought of as schematic design. A diagram
is way to describe the project parti – a way of stating the
underlying organization. It also serves as a point of reference as
decisions are made in the design process.
The process begins with thinking and research, in order to
develop the ideas that underlay the decision making. But the
TECHNE

making is what it’s all about: start integrating what you have
learned about the program with the conditions of the site.
Sketch your ideas and notions of the relationships you wish
to make. Create volumes, both physical models and digital,
representing the spatial requirements of the major programmatic
elements and arrange them in a way that addresses the needs
of circulation, functional adjacencies and an aesthetic approach
to the composition. And then do it again!

ABOVE: STUDY MODELS, FARHANA RAHMAN, ARCH2410
RIGHT: MODEL FOR A COMMUNITY CENTER, JIANFENG YAO, ARCH2410

Manifesto

THIS PAGE: FERRY TERMINAL PAVILION, SKETCHES AND A MODEL, ERJAN KADRAKUNOV, ARCH 2410

As a designer, one must also understand the history
that surrounds and underlies the current conditions, and
PRECEDENTS which have been proposed in the past – not to
imitate, but to understand the problem fully. Considering how
similar problems have previously been solved provides a deeper
understanding of the task at hand. By examining how another
maker has come to terms with the requirements of a similar
problem, one can access some of the knowledge that the earlier
designer gained in their process and build upon it. You must
educate yourself and be critical.

Iteration
Although we try to begin with a proposal that addresses as
many of the project parameters as possible, the act of making
is a PROCESS. It is an activity that shouldn’t stop even with the
creation of the physical object (lamp, coffee pot or building). At
every stage of the design process the results must be evaluated
in light of the original findings about the program and site, and
compared to the hypothesis. The act of making a proposed
solution provides a greater level of understanding and that new
knowledge can be incorporated into the project. It isn’t possible
to solve for all the competing variables simultaneously and it
certainly isn’t possible to do it right the first time.
Progress

IN A STRANGE WAY, ARCHITECTURE IS REALLY AN
UNFINISHED THING, BECAUSE EVEN THOUGH THE
BUILDING IS FINISHED, IT TAKES ON A NEW LIFE. IT
BECOMES PART OF A NEW DYNAMIC: HOW PEOPLE
WILL OCCUPY IT, USE IT, AND THINK ABOUT IT.
DANIEL LIBESKIND

As architects we have chosen to take on the responsibility for
progressive change and that is both exhilarating and daunting.
We must be smart enough to consider the multiple conflicting
requirements of every project and ambitious enough to try to
solve them. We must also be humble enough to recognize
that any project is only an imperfect iteration, and determined
enough to try again. The creative process is not casual, it isn’t
“play”, but it can be spontaneous, joyful and progressive.

THE PROCESS OF MAKING
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proc•ess
ALFONSO SEVERINO
LOUKIA TSAFOULIA

PROC•ESS
A SERIES OF ACTIONS OR STEPS TAKEN IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE A PARTICULAR END.
A CONTINUOUS ACTION, OPERATION, OR SERIES OF CHANGES TAKING PLACE IN A DEFINITE MANNER
A SYSTEMATIC SERIES OF ACTIONS DIRECTED TO SOME END

great evolution in technology where globalizing effects, once
contained, are becoming ubiquitous. Spatial experience
is immeasurably affected by invisible forces such as social
media, emergent trends, globalization, universalization and new
theories of physics and reality. Establishing thus a process, a
methodology, appears to be crucial in order to make visible
unforeseen dynamics in analysis, spatial representation, design
and construction. We are in search of establishing a design
process that looks beyond defined spaces and program to gain
“Iteration”, “Constraint”, “Input”, “Methodology”, “Systematic”, an understanding as to how the effects of these forces influence
“Objective”, “Scenario” and “Narrative” are just a few of the the way we experience space and expose the challenges in
terms inherent to the design disciplines and directly related to designing flexibly with blurred boundaries.
the notion of process. From the 1960s onwards many theories
on “information-based” or “process-based” architecture have
THE ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS
been explored resulting in an architecture that transitions from
the “building-form” to the “building-content”, thus opening a
IS MEANT TO BE AN ITERATIVE
wider discussion on the new empiricism and its implications
AND INCREMENTAL APPROACH.
on the architectural concept, as well as the perception and
actualization of the design process. Design is at a time of

OPPOSITE: PROJECT DIAGRAMS
THIS PAGE: STUDY MODELS, MIMU SAKUMA, ARCH2310

The notion of Process in Architecture and the Design Fields is
vital and absolutely necessary towards the final design product
both in the domains of academia and even further within
professional practice. The architectural process is meant to be
an iterative and incremental approach. While testing scenarios,
requirements, constraints, quality and quantity attributes and
more, the designer progressively refines the design and further
expands key scenarios in regards to contemporary issues.
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Our process for the course ARCH 2310 Architectural Design
III built upon notions of performance, performative space,
representation and digital mapping and served to support
an understanding of the role of mapping as a tool for the
architect. Having as a starting point the different tools employed
for mapping concepts as well as the thematic ways that new
practices for mapping are emerging, the course examined the
dipole of reality and representation, the virtual and the real via
a series of digital maps and physical models. This project was
based on the research of performative theater and elaborated on As a next step, students translated the above elements into
a series of mapping protocols that led to a new understanding basic architectural geometries such as solids, surfaces and
of a spatial environment finally tested on a domestic program/ lines. Points became organizational and inherent to the lines
TECHNE

THIS PAGE: DESIGN DICTIONATRY, ASLI N. ONEY AND TATIANA ZH, ARCH 3609

1. Points: Non-mathematical and arranged in patterns of
one, two or three dimensions
2. Paths: Vectors between points
3. Boundaries: Indistinct or clear, polylines or zones
4. Secondary Elements:
• Hierarchies: Categorization of points and lines
according to size, importance or other
• Barriers: Differing in permanence, permeability and
quality, these may be symmetrical or non-symmetrical
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or surfaces, paths were thought of as structure or circulation
and established sight relationships and, finally, boundaries
became the project’s surface or skin. During the final phase
of the process, students incorporated these basic architectural
elements into a housing program.

dwelling. For the beginning steps of this project we collaborated
with Professor Christopher Swift, from the Department of
Humanities, who introduced the students to the different
performance categories of site-specific and immersive theater.
Based on research, students created 2D and 3D mappings of a
selected performance. They specifically focused on a small clip
of a selected performance and translated the body movements
in relationship to the surrounding space into a 2D diagram.
To achieve this, students translated the selected performance
space into a map that was cognitively organized in a number of
primary elements:

THIS PAGE: DWELLING PROJECT, MIMU SAKUMA, ARCH2310

For the courses ARCH 2310 Architectural Design III and
ARCH 3609 Integrated Software in the Architectural Office we
employed methodologies that render the process of mapping
as a vital one. From the 1960s onwards the exploration of
representation techniques and mapping fueled a radical design
debate that addressed the reinvention of the built product and a
shift towards “Designs of Information” that prioritize information
processing and computation over formal representation in
design. Students for these courses worked on projects that
tested rigorous digital mapping techniques that culminated in
process-based concepts and eventually architectural and urban
space creation respectively.

FROM THE 1960S ONWARDS
THE EXPLORATION OF
REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
AND MAPPING FUELED A
RADICAL DESIGN DEBATE THAT
ADDRESSED THE REINVENTION
OF THE BUILT PRODUCT AND A
SHIFT TOWARDS “DESIGNS OF
INFORMATION” THAT PRIORITIZE
INFORMATION PROCESSING AND
COMPUTATION OVER FORMAL
REPRESENTATION IN DESIGN.

Our process for the course ARCH 3609 Integrated Software
in the Architectural Office similarly examines the dialectic of
“Top-Down” versus “Bottom-Up” design thinking, looking closely
at theories that draw criticism to these approaches, but also
theories positioned in their conjunction. Farshid Moussavi, in
the Function of Form, describes “a transversal approach” as
one in which “causes and concerns that are immanent in the
environment are combined to generate forms... [and] enables
us to incorporate greater levels of complexity within built forms.”
For Moussavi, the transversal approach is one which lets
form both be controlled by its internal systems and also by
its external environment becoming a slave or a derivative to
neither. For this course students work on a project that brings
together the Urban and the Architectural scales through a series
of city data mappings and similarly to the previous exercise the
establishment of rules that define a design process for their
proposals.
The students are asked to come up with a design dictionary
of three main architectural elements that serves as their
“alphabet” for space creation. At the same time, with Professor
Alihan Polat’s support and GIS expertise, the class focuses on
developing a visual language to discuss, collect, measure and
quantify city behaviors/patterns. The students respond to the
literal and symbolic notion of Motus or Motion in the city, and

proc•ess
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DATA TYPE 2.b-100 YEAR FLOOD PLAN (2015) : LEVEL B DATA
51-100
TYPE
YEARS
2.a-100 YEAR FLOOD PLAN (2015) : LEVEL A 1-50 YEARS

FLOOD LEVEL A: 0-15”
FLOOR LEVEL B: 16-31”
BUILDING VOID

BUILDINGS < 50 FEET

FLOOD LEVEL A&B AND BUILDING < 50 FEET

BUILDINGS 51-100 FEET

FLOOD LEVEL A&B AND BUILDING 51-100 FEET

BUILDINGS 101-150 FEET

FLOOD LEVEL A&B AND BUILDING 101-150 FEET

create maps, diagrams and data visualizations. The projects are Issues of control of the complex datascapes generated by our
ultimately based on the cartography of architectural elements in informational societies during the design process are addressed.
such a way that they relate to the city mapping analysis.
The algorithms that are used to extract, accumulate and compute
data crystallize new forms of machinic power and raise new
issues of centralization. Algorithm governance is emerging as a
THE TRANSVERSAL APPROACH IS
new regime that is based on the control of large sets of data and
ONE WHICH LETS FORM BOTH BE
on the autonomous agency of algorithms.

CONTROLLED BY ITS INTERNAL
SYSTEMS AND ALSO BY ITS
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT BECOMING
A SLAVE OR A DERIVATIVE TO
NEITHER.
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James Corner calls the datascape “imagings constructive and
suggestive of new spatial formations...’objectively’ constituted
(from numbers, quantities, facts and pure data) that they have
great persuasive force in the bureaucratic and management
maps of conventional planning in that they image data in
knowingly selective ways. They are designed not only to reveal
TECHNE

BUILDINGS 151-200 FEET

BUILDINGS 200 FEET +

FLOOD LEVEL A&B AND BUILDING 151-200 FEET

ABOVE+ NEXT PAGE: DATA MAPS, ASLI N. ONEY AND TATIANA ZH, ARCH 3609

DATA TYPE 1 - BUILDING ELEVATIONS
MANHATTAN

FLOOD LEVEL A&B AND BUILDING 200 FEET+

the spatial effects of various shaping (e.g., regulatory, zoning, and atrium. The “Data” stage involves the study of New York City
legal, economic and logistical rules and conditions), but also to using a data analysis in order to identify and map “behavioral”
construct a particular eidetic argument.”
city patterns. During the “Syntax” stage the students extract
rules out of the city patterns that will define a later stage their
The class does not take data literally. It rather departs from design. Lastly, in the “Synthesis” stage, the students employ the
conventional definitions and asks what is the city, what is data generated rules in order to assemble their architectural elements
and how can it be re-applied on an architectural scale. The studies. The process dictates the final outcome.
students are encouraged to think of new information types that
present the idea of “Motus” in the city through the implementation
of urban derived patterns thus producing a restless and poetic
project. The assigned project involves a process of four stages;
the “Alphabet” stage, the “Data” stage, the “Syntax” stage and
the “Synthesis” stage. The “Alphabet” stage involves the creation
of a design dictionary of three architectural elements: a stair, wall
proc•ess
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AFFECTED AREA > 50 FEET

50-100 FEET

101-150 FEET

151-200 FEET

200 FEET ++

50-100 FEET

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY < 50 FEET
MIDTOWN
WEST

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 51-100 FEET
MIDTOWN
WEST

GRAMERCY
PARK

SOHO
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MIDTOWN
WEST

GRAMERCY
PARK

SOHO

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 51-100 FEET
MIDTOWN WEST

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 101-150 FEET

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 151-200 FEET
MIDTOWN
WEST

GRAMERCY
PARK

SOHO

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENS
DENSITY
SITY 51-100 FEET
SOHO

TECHNE

MIDTOWN
WEST

GRAMERCY
PARK

GRAMERCY
PARK

SOHO

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 51-1000 FEET
GRAMERCY PARK

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 200 FEET++

SOHO

VOLUMETRIC
VOL
LUMETRIC MASS DENS
DENSITY
SITY 200 FEET ++
MID
MIDTOWN
DTOWN WEST

proc•ess

VOLUMETRIC MASS DENSITY 200 FEET ++
SOHO
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URBAN DESIGN STUDIO:
THE DESIGN PROCESS
ESTEBAN BEITA
TIM MALDONADO
Urban Design is the senior design course in the Department
of Architectural Technology at City Tech. It is a capstone
design studio, defined by a strong emphasis on the historical
development of major cities and how design, politics and finance
have played major roles in the creation of urban spaces.
The student design process begins with understanding our
city’s roots. The first lecture traces the history of New York
City from its early beginnings in lower Manhattan, the 1811
Commissioners’ Plan that established the New York City grid
and explores factors that continue to contribute to today’s city
planning. As an introduction to urban design, students are asked
to analyze key urban spaces in Manhattan. Their presentations,
followed by group discussions, help develop the students’
understanding of successful urban environments.
Each year, a new location is selected in order for students
to develop innovative revitalization proposals. In the past,
these have included sites along the High Line, in Chinatown,
Downtown Brooklyn and Sunset Park, as well as the Industry
City waterfront. The class project this spring will focus on a
vacant ten-acre East River waterfront site, south of the United
Nations complex.

and Rome, the medieval cities of Florence, Siena and Venice,
and exemplary cities such as Paris, London, Brasilia and Dubai.
Students are also encouraged to attend juries of the other
studios working on this site as they develop their own designs.
At the end of the semester, a jury of architects, planners,
community leaders and the press are invited to review the
proposals. The final designs are presented through drawings,
architectural models and computer animations, often in
prestigious locations such as Brooklyn’s Borough Hall.

Supplemental activities enable students to see their work in
greater context. Throughout the design process, a different city One very unique aspect of this program is the student role in
is studied each week, beginning with the ancient cities of Athens local city planning efforts. For example, our students contributed
38
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ABOVE: THE LOOP HOTEL, SITTHA SIRIPRAKAISAK, ARCH 4710

Design goals are determined, taking into account both
community needs and program requirements. Multiple site visits
are undertaken to document existing conditions. The overall
design process is a complex series of steps where research,
historical precedents, site analysis, community input, creativity
and aesthetic considerations play critical roles. Case studies
of relevant projects are studied in depth, and a highly detailed
site model of the area is laser fabricated. Through massing
study models, hand sketches and computer drawings, students
develop their solutions. Assessment criteria focuses on the
degree to which urban design goals are met, while following
zoning restrictions and meeting programmatic needs.

to the designation of Tudor City as a Historical Landmark District. In 2008, they presented shadow studies at New York’s City Hall
in order to demonstrate the damage that would be caused to local green areas by building a sixty story tower on an adjacent site.
These student efforts helped to successfully protect the Tudor City parks. In spring 2016, students will explore alternative solutions
for the additionally proposed development of this important midtown area.

Clearly, the real-life aspects of these classroom projects offer students
a deeper understanding of urban design and a highly effective hands-on
educational experience.

URBAN DESIGN STUDIO: THE DESIGN PROCESS
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OPPOSITE + THIS PAGE: THE LOOP HOTEL, RENDERINGS + DIAGRAM, SITTHA SIRIPRAKAISAK, ARCH 4710
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THIS PAGE: MIXED-USE BUILDING AT FRONT ST., ENNY FILPO, ARCH 4710

THIS PAGE: CHINATOWN PROPOSAL AT BOWERY + CANAL ST., DIANA BASILY, ARCH 4710
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THIS PAGE: PROPOSAL FOR AN OBSERVATION PARK AT THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE, ALINA DE JESUS, ARCH 4710

THIS PAGE: PROPOSAL AT THE HIGHLINE, BRIGITTA H. PURNAMASARI, ARCH4710
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TOP: PROPOSAL FOR INDUSTRY CITY ADJACENT TO WATERFRONT, ORI DONA, ARCH 4710

MAKING CITIES
MICHAEL DUDDY
JASON MONTGOMERY
This studio combines two City Tech initiatives intended to integrate
the pedagogy of the Architectural Technology Department with the
larger resources offered by the College and New York City. The
first initiative, sponsored by the dean of the School, asks students to
investigate design solutions that directly address community-related
needs; the second initiative evolves from the Living Lab program at
City Tech that promotes the integration of general education learning
outcomes with the technical training objectives of the College. This
year’s project, a master plan for the Brooklyn waterfront adjacent to
Industry City in Sunset Park, proposed to implement both initiatives
by setting the following objectives:
•

Develop a strong understanding of methods and principles
needed to approach large-scale urban master planning.

•

Engage resources within the College but outside the Department.

•

Experience place-based learning to develop confidence in
navigating the world outside the classroom.

•

Learn to actively listen and respond to a client.

•

Learn to work both individually and in groups.

•

Use the OpenLab (and other forums) as an integral tool for
sharing, communicating, and reflecting.

•

Execute a capstone-type project that culminates the architectural
technology curriculum

THE PROCESS
A project on the scale of an urban master plan with the additional
challenge of accommodating the specific needs of a client suggested
a five-step strategy: observation, understanding, engagement,
implementation, and most important, reflection. It was clear from
the outset that the complexity of designing at both a vast urban scale
and at the more intimate scale of a building would require a process
tailored to a measured construction of input and criticism.
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ABOVE: FARHANA RAHMAN, SUNSET PARK BUSINESS CENTER, SPRING 2015
RIGHT: KRIS ALCAIDE, NORMA CHIICAIZA, POPI BEQUM, DIEGO ORTEGA SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN, FALL 2014

PREVIOUS PAGE: HADIZA DJIBRING. HORACIO MOLLER, YUHUI OUYANG, MANUCHEHR
SHUKURZODA, SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN, SPRING 2015
THIS PAGE: PROF. MONTGOMERY, TEMPLATE FOR BLOCK TYPOLOGY STUDY, SPRING 2015
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OBSERVATION

ENGAGEMENT

Students must first learn to observe their environment and question its
form. While exploring their individual neighborhoods, students were
asked to identify the center, edge, landmarks, etc., and to document
the quantitative relationships of building heights to street widths, for
example, and other features characteristic to their neighborhood. They
found that in many cases there were housing types unique to their
block and that the center of their experience of their neighborhood
was actually considered an edge between neighborhoods identified
on the maps.

Students were regrouped and assigned a community representative
– or “client” – for whom they would design a building that would
be placed within their master plan. The clients included the Center
for Family Life in Sunset Park, the Small Business Development
Center, The Brooklyn Waterfront Research Center and an artist in
Industry City. Student groups interviewed their client and together
they developed a program and established the site-location criteria.
Returning to their master plan, each student then selected a site
adjacent to a public or open space and focused on a building
design for her/his client.

UNDERSTANDING
In order to develop an understanding based on this foundation of
observations, the students were introduced to the principles of basic
building typologies and figure-ground relationships according to
which they explored case studies of planned urban centers. “Happy
City” was introduced by Jill Belli, professor of English, and in this
module the students explored the socio-psychological aspects of the
urban environment. They then visited the project site in Sunset Park;
rather than being overwhelmed by its vast expanse, the students
confidently utilized their understanding of the design and sociopsychological principles they had learned to execute a master plan
that incorporated streets, public spaces and waterfront parks into
cohesive urban concepts.
MAKING CITIES
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PUBLIC GREENSPACE
1-2 FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
MULTI-FAMILY
MIXED USE
COMMERCIAL
INSTITUTIONS
VACANT LOTS
COMMERCIAL STREET
1/4 MILE WALKING DISTANCE

STREET TYPES

The reduction in scale caused the students to approach their master
plan in a new way. By designing a building within an urban context
that they had previously created, they were directed away from the
abstraction of pattern-making of the urban scale to the specificity
of place-making at a human scale. Accordingly, they incorporated the
psychological aspect of the Happy City while satisfying the needs of
their client. Building form influences open space and conversely open
space conditions building form. Hence, when executing their design,
the students revised their master plan to reflect the evolution of
their thought processes as they moved between scales.
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OPPOSITE: JASON NG, NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS, FALL 2014
ABOVE: JASON NG, NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS, FALL 2014
RIGHT: HORACIO MOLLER, YUHUI OUYANG, CASE STUDY MALMO, SWEDEN,SPRING 2015

IMPLEMENTATION

MIXED USE

MAKING CITIES

MULTI-FAMILY

COMMERCIAL
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LEFT: STUDIO ANALYSIS, SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN PROJECT, SPRING 2015
RIGHT: FARHANA RAHMAN MASTERPLAN SKETCH ANALYSIS, SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT
MASTERPLAN, SPRING 2015
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REFLECTION
Reflection is an essential tool for professors to evaluate the
effectiveness of their process, and City Tech OpenLab provided the
forum for reflection:
https://openlab.citytech.cuny.edu/duddymontgomeryarch4710sp2015/

MAKING CITIES
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REFLECTION: Jennifer Valerio

Group Work

The Process

With group work there is always a give and take. There are not only
your ideas but three other members plus two teachers. That is a lot
of ideas to filter and connect together. Personally, I had the best team
I’ve ever had in City Tech. We all connected at a level to understand
each other, and even when we disagreed we were civil towards the
ideas and opinions of others. To make a group work there has to
be a level of respect for one another and a level of understanding
that does not underestimate each other’s skills. For an architecture
student, group work is what it’s all about not only in school but also
outside of it. It’s a skill that must be learned and reinforced in order
to succeed.

I did not realize how beneficial the process was until I got to the
project. Researching our own neighborhood and then a case study
of a different city I thought would be time that could be used for
design, but it helped me understand how master plans work beyond
the site and what it takes to make the city work.

REFLECTIONS

LEFT AND OPPOSITE: WALKIRIA CABRERA, ELIZA BARRAGAN, JENNIFER VALERIO, ISAIAS GARCIA,
STUDIES FOR SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN, SPRNG 2015

Happy City
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Happy City was an amazing experience to have during the urban
planning process. Intuitively, we as students understand that what
we build are for people but because we do not get to the point of Master Planning vs. Architectural Project
actually building it we leave the reality behind. It reinforced that what
I liked that we focused a lot on the master plan. I think that point and
we build empowers people at work, home, institution, etc.
the difference of this studio is that we had to focus on the master
plan. We did have some rules that we followed but it was put off to
Client Interaction
the side because (for our group) we did not want to be constricted
Client interaction was amazing! It was real and very different from with the numbers such as the square footage of parks: we used
all other design studios. We dealt with real people, real vision, real them as guidelines and not as strict rules. Personally, when it came
wants and needs, and it’s interesting to hear that some gave too to the architectural project I had to spend some time going back to
much information and others did not give enough. I think these are the master plan and re-planning it in order to make my building and
the challenges that architects have to go through. It’s a different the overall master plan work together. I would have liked to have
had more time for the architectural project but at the same time I
perspective and a must.
could always continue to finish the architectural project since I now
understand the difference between urban design and building design
and how they interact with each other.
MAKING CITIES
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REFLECTION:: Joshua Mendieta
Process
In my personal opinion I thought the process for the overall curriculum
was well organized. The neighborhood analysis, block typology
analysis and the urban city analysis were all perfect exercises to give
everyone a starting idea on what urban design is.
Happy City
I thought the lecture on happiness was interesting and it brought the
class together as a whole. It gave everyone the chance to express
their own views and ideas on happiness and it promoted discussions
within everyone in the class.
Client Interaction
I felt that meeting the clients was a new experience that would be
good for everyone to try out. Learning to communicate with other
people is a skill that everyone could use for their future lives.
Master Plan vs. Architecture
I thought that the time distributed for each assignment was okay. It
was really hard to balance the time to a reasonable amount since
both assignments require a fair amount of time. I believe that the time
for each project was appropriate and that it all came down to the
students and their dedication.

REFLECTION: Yuhui Ouyang

Happy City and happiness. She reminded us that the goal of our
design is not only to create our own site plan and building, but also
to create something in which people around the department or
outside the school can get involved with and share. Why not make
it a happier design and a happier environment for all of us? This
concept kept us positive throughout the project.

Overall, the process for the project this semester was really great.
Unlike other design studios, we were asked to design a master plan
and an individual building. Also, we read urban design books, which
gave us many options for strategies of urban design. We were able
to apply concepts such as neighborhood analyses, urban city design
case studies and block typology studies into our assignments In my When we met with the clients before the building design, and had
opinion, it would be better to shorten the time for the master plan a conversation with them about their goals and needs, it was realworld practice. We needed to think ahead as to the kind of questions
design a little to give more time for the building design.
that would be proper for the client and their project. The client
It was great when the English professor came into class to talk about made our design work challenging. I hoped that we could make
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OPPOSITE: JASON NG, PABLO ZULUAGA MORELO, HAMAL HASHEM, PAK HUI,
ADIS SARACEVIC, SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN, FALL 2014
ABOVE: JASON NG, DIAGRAMS AND PERSPECTIVE VIEW, BROOKLYN WATERFRONT RESEARCH CENTER, FALL 2014

Teamwork
Teamwork was very important. It helped you realize how one
communicates with others and it put everyone to the test when
disputes arose. It challenged everyone to find a common ground
and to take the ideas of others into consideration in order to progress
as a team and not an individual.
more connections with the client during the design process to get
additional feedback on our design.
As a design team, we were able to work together to solve the design
problem and come out with a great master plan. It also provided a
chance for us to learn from each other. We were all proud of our
team, and we all improved our work and presentation skills.

MAKING CITIES
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OPPOSITE AND RIGHT: CHRISTIAN PLAZA. JOSHUA MENDIETA, MOHAMMAD ALSHARIF,
SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN, SPRING 2015
FOLLOWING: CHRISTIAN PLAZA, SITE PLAN, SITE SECTION, DIAGRAMS, BROOKLYN
WATERFRONT RESEARCH CENTER, SPRING 2015
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INDUSTRIAL
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MIXED USE
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OPPOSITE: YUHUI OUYANG, HADIZA DJIBRING, MANU SHUKURZODA, HORACIO MOLLER, SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN, SPRING 2015
RIGHT: YUHUI OUYANG, SITE PLAN, SITE SECTION, SUNSET PARK /INDUSTRY CITY ART GALLERY, SPRING 2015
FOLLOWING: MAKSIM DRAPEY, SHER BOOTA, NOEMI ROVIROSA, RACHIDA LANKOANDE SUNSET PARK WATERFRONT MASTERPLAN MODEL WITH BUILDING
PROJECTS, FALL 2014
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ANALOG:DIGITAL
TING CHIN
CLAUDIA HERNANDEZ

OPPOSITE: PHYSICAL CONCEPT MODEL
THIS PAGE: DIGTIAL LINE DRAWINGS, MELISSA BENITEZ, ARCH 2310

Architectural education today needs to foster the inherent
conceptual and creative thought processes the profession
demands but also knowledge of all of the tools that allow
architects to create and produce their work. Over the last 25
years the number of digital tools used in the process of creating
architecture has increased exponentially. Incorporating these
digital tools, together with analog ones, is overstretching already
overloaded architectural curricula. As educators we must
remember to teach rigorous conceptual design thinking that is
supported by an increasing array of tools, not overshadowed
by them.
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Analog : Digital

Analogous to the world we live in architecture is becoming
increasingly complex with higher expectations for building
performance, construction, optimization and speed. This
places a higher burden on students of architecture as they not
only need to understand traditional notions of conceptualizing
architecture through ideas about site, program and context
but they must also be digitally fluent in computational design
in order to develop rigorously tested design solutions based
on performance, data and parameters. It is at the interface of
both analog and digital mediums that architectural education lies
Undergraduate architecture curricula tend to engage both today. In his essay “The Future that is Now,” Stan Allen writes,
digital and analog tools in early exercises of visualization and
representation. This paper will discuss the teaching and learning
"Clearly no single design direction
of digital and analog tools as they are applied to the design
dominates today, and while it is
process in foundations level courses and debate the merits
possible to map shifting intellectual
of each. During these formative years should there be a 1:1
agendas, the situation is not so
relationship between digital and analog skills? Should they be
much
that one agenda supplants
reinforced equally? The representational media and technique
one uses has a direct and lasting effect on architectural making another as it is that one is layered
over another, multiplying the
and thinking.1 How do these different tools each affect the
possibilities and points of view."
teaching and learning of cognitive design thinking?

ANALOG:DIGITAL
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THIS PAGE: PHYSICAL + DIGITAL MASSING MODELS, LEE-ANNE VALDEZ, ARCH 2310

THIS PAGE: DIGITAL LINE DRAWINGS, ALAN XICOHTENCATL, ARCH 2310

architecture. Architecture is ultimately about the experience of a
physical space that is reliant on the tangible forces of materiality,
This multiplicity of outcomes
tactility, perception and tectonics. Without actually experiencing
and opportunities that students
these qualities through physical model making, hand drawing
need to be exposed to shifts the
and visiting architecture beginning design students are too
relationship of analog and digital far removed from the inherent nature of architecture. On the
other hand students need to learn the digital tools used in
skills from 1 to1 (1:1) to 1 times
the profession to be employable and to understand new ways
1 (1x1). The relationship between
of conceptualizing architecture based on digital processes.
analog and digital skills is not
Many of these processes lead to outcomes that optimize
exclusive but equal (1:1) but rather buildings, construction and fabrication in innumerous ways but
lack a concern for traditional notions of experience, site and
intertwined and symbiotic (1x1)
context. The digital age continues to provide architecture with
leading to an ever increasing array countless possibilities, and it is our challenge to explore and
of potentials and possibilities that take advantage of these opportunities, but we must not sever
our responsibility to the ultimate goal of thoughtfully crafting
need to be taught and learned.
spaces that are physically realized and experienced. It is thus
imperative that the beginning design student be exposed to the
merits that both digital and analog tools and processes afford
1x1 in Foundation Design Studios
and offered the knowledge of how to evaluate, choose and
apply the appropriate tools for apposite purposes. This leads to
Although by the end of an architectural education most an untold combination of possibilities for how these skills can be
students are primarily working in digital media, if foundation taught and learned leading to a relationship of multiplicities, or a
level architecture students were to work solely on computers 1x1 relationship, between analog and digital skills.
they would miss out on the tactile experience of creating
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1. What is the role of the beginning design studio?
2. How can integrating software applications within the studios
support this role without compromising the teaching and learning
of analog tools?

The role of a beginning design studio is to introduce foundational
tools and processes that will support and inform a student’s
architectural education. Both analog and digital skills should
be integrated into these early studios to expose students to a
wide variety of methodologies and design strategies. Studios
should not enforce a particular design methodology but rather
show students techniques for investigating design problems
and communicating design solutions through a multiplicity of
approaches and media. The primary learning objective is to
prepare students with an array of tools and processes and the
critical thinking skills necessary to discover their own individual
explorations.
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We ask the following two questions:

There are two typical approaches towards adapting the digital
tools in design studios that each assume a 1:1 relationship
between analog and digital skills. Each set of skills is important
and relevant but independent of the other. In the first approach
digital tools are used strictly for documentation and generating
output for final presentations. In the second approach digital
tools are employed to investigate form-making. While the first
approach does not take advantage of the iterative potentials of
computational design, the second approach results in forms
that are disconnected from ideas about spatiality, experience,
tactility and context. This leads us to believe that students
should be exposed to both approaches in order to develop
rigorous design solutions that are based on the tangible qualities
of program, user experience, scale and site while also optimizing
the number of possibilities that can be explored. This suggests
a 1x1 approach that uses digital tools in tandem with analog
ones to provide different lenses through which to generate and
evaluate the potentials of a project’s design strategy. It prepares
students at the beginning of their design education to take
into consideration and be opportunistic about the variety of
approaches available to them. As Julio Bermudez states in his
paper “Inquiring between Digital and Analog Media. Towards a
Interfacial Praxis of Architecture,
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1:1 OR 1 x 1

"Extremist approaches lack the necessary criticality, sensitivity and
sophistication to tap into the opportunities that invariably exist in the
space of betweenness. For it is in the gray areas where the dialectic
processes unfold and new techniques, knowledge, and ideas first arise. It
is also there where the true nature of the (seemingly) opposing ways of
doing, thinking and communicating can be uncovered, grasped. The future
thus is not ahead (in the digital) but between (the analog and the digital)."
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The dance between analog and
digital skills is a means of testing
and achieving complexity, possibility
and project development, not
complication.
A 1x1 strategy
Most architectural curricula have a course, or courses, that
focus solely on the learning of software applications. At the New
York City College of Technology, the learning of software is
instead taught by teaching it within the design studio courses
as it is applied to the design process. The students integrate
the learning of digital tools, together with analog ones, by
using them as needed during the design process. The intention
is not to supplant analog tools but to generate a synergistic
approach between learning analog and digital tools. In order
to integrate both of these skill sets successfully it is essential
for students to understand the underlining concepts behind
the tools in order to establish baseline criteria for outlining the
capabilities and inherent advantages of using one tool versus
another. When highly digital approaches are tested designs
arrive at great formal complexity but students then tend to lack
76

STAGGERED

COMBINED

an understanding of scale, tectonics, spatial relationships and
proportion. Additionally, since students often do not possess
the knowledge or dexterity necessary to manipulate the digital
tools in order to achieve desired outcomes the approach
becomes formulaic and the results, while seductive to the eye,
are sculptural rather than architectural. For this reason in order
to establish a symbiotic relationship between the analog and
digital, a methodology or strategy for aiding the communication
between the two languages has to be developed.
This has a direct effect on the tactics we use to explore the
development of a project’s design language and concept
derivation. It impacts the design process students exercise by
considering digital and analog media in the same way: tools for
investigating ideas. The most radical change happens in the way
we introduce digital tools. This approach considers the choice of
software and how it is applied during a student’s design process.
The intention is that through discussion about the advantages
and potentials of each application students can choose their
tools in order to discover a more individual investigation of
potential project proposals.
An example of how this 1x1 relationship could be implemented
in a foundations level studio project is through the introduction
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points, lines, surfaces and volumes be identified? Once a set of
rules is outlined students would input the geometry into a 3D
modeling program and begin creating iterations by establishing
variables within the rules. The advantage of implementing this
digital approach is it allows for a range of variations to be
generated and tested quickly. Once the variations have been
produced the new geometries could be laser cut and revisited
through physical model-making where notions of structure,
enclosure, materiality and assembly are tested. It is important to
note that this exercise is not intended to be formal; its purpose
would be to help the student recognize the elements that create
and imply space and form and how one makes decisions about
Using physical models and hand sketching students could manipulating them through both digital and analog tools. This
develop design concepts that incorporate tangible notions of process establishes controls and an understanding of how to
site, experience, program, scale and context. It is important to oscillate between the tools.
note that at a foundations level, it may be necessary to introduce
a specific model making technique, such as folding strategies
The exercise also introduces students to a rule
inspired by origami, where rules are easily identified. After an
based design process where geometries are
array of shapes are tested and experimented with students understood and strategies for setting up controls
and parameters are established. It requires an
can evaluate and define systems of organization within them.
analytical
rather than gestural approach to form
Questions could be asked such as: Can specific arrangements
generation
while also providing tactics for editing,
(i.e. linear, radial, cluster, etc.) be outlined? Are there recognizable
controlling
and iterating the design to respond to
patterns? What are the operations that create spatial conditions
an overarching idea.
and how are they controlled? Can the relationships between
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of a project that oscillates between the use of analog and
digital tools. In order for this exercise to be fruitful the project
development and process must be scaffolded in such a way that
commonalities and overlaps exist in both approaches. We would
establish rules, constraints and goals around primary elements
for space and form-making such as points, lines, surfaces
and volumes, and basic design concepts such as balance,
rhythm, repetition, proportion, order, symmetry/asymmetry and
hierarchy. These constraints would be introduced as baseline
criteria for establishing a common denominator between the
digital and analog tools.

This framework is intended to aid the student in formulating a conceptual premise.
process where both analog and digital tools are implemented
in order to develop design concepts that respond to a project’s Conclusion
needs.
The relationship between analog and digital tools and
This process differs from the one described in the article, processes is not separate but equal in a 1:1 relationship but
“Selective Jamming: Digital Architectural Design in Foundations rather intertwined and symbiotic in a 1x1 relationship leading
Courses,” written by Stanislav Roudavki, in 2011, where a to a multiplicity of opportunities and potentials that architecture
similar project was presented to a foundations studio at the students must contend with. We have come to the realization
University of Melbourne. Both projects begin by studying the that these tools should not be taught exclusively of each other
transformation of a two-dimensional planar surface into a three- but synergistically with each informing the student of different
dimensional geometry through the act of folding. The pieces are possibilities. In foundations studios it is our role as educators to
then digitized, edited and fabricated. Where the two projects expose students to the range of opportunities available to them
deviate is that in the University of Melbourne studies the entire and to teach the critical thinking skills necessary to investigate
geometry is a module that is deployed as a system, which has and evaluate these opportunities so that they may develop their
the ability to change in scale and proportion, generating beautiful own individual design agendas.
sculptural objects. The project discussed in this paper attempts
to distil the geometry by establishing the variables that make Adapted from a paper published in the National Conference
up the module itself, while also studying notions of structure on the Beginning Design Student (NCBDS) 32 Conference
and enclosure with analog tools. These differences endeavor Proceedings
to avoid the inherent seduction of complexity generated by
the computational ability of the tool allowing the student to
consider the why, and not only the what, and to move past a
formal response and instead develop a design strategy with a
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